UTokyo-Cambridge Voices

• The 8th Cambridge-UTokyo Joint Symposium 2023 •

Navigating Contemporary Global Challenges

25-26 September 2023, Cambridge/Hybrid

The University of Tokyo and the University of Cambridge are committed to collaborating to navigate and tackle global challenges. Please join us in this symposium and discuss with academics and experts some of the biggest contemporary challenges, such as:

- How can we improve equality, diversity and inclusion in our societies and campuses?
- How can leading-edge engineering contribute to sustainability?
- How can we address security challenges while navigating the rise of AI?
- How should researchers engage safely in international research collaboration?

For more information, please visit: https://bit.ly/2023SymposiumInfo

Registration:

• Parallel Sessions •
09:30-12:10 UK/17:30-20:10 Japan
25 September
1. Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
2. Sustainability and Engineering
3. AI Trends, Opportunities and Threats

• Main Session •
09:00-12:10 UK/17:00-20:10 Japan
26 September

Trusted Research and International Research Collaboration

Host: University of Cambridge, The University of Tokyo; Co-Host: Japan Society for the Promotion of Science